
Badbury Rings

7.3 Miles. Park at Badbury rings CP ST 960030

Badbury Rings is an extensive iron age fort and ditches and was a local settlement at the time of the Roman  
occupation. It is the crossing point of 4 roman roads and there was a Roman Fort 2 miles SE.

From the CP take the track leading NE skirting the W side of the ring system. Where the path forks take the 
LH branch to continue to skirt a wood to the west of King Down Farm. The track turns ENE at ST 
967040 and reaches a T junction at ST 970040. Here turn left to walk NNE for 400m on one of the 
Roman roads and, at ST 972047, turn sharp right to walk SE. Ignore a left junction at ST 980 039 and 
continue straight on at a crossing at ST 984035 to walk SSE. Continue eventually on a metalled road to 
reach a road junction at ST 993011. 

Turn right and then left to reach a farm shop at ST 992010 (toilets and refreshments) and then continue up 
the road W then SW until opposite the church entrance there is a wooded area on the left for lunch. (ST 
990008). 

After lunch return to the road and turn left (W) and continue on the road and then a track (N) to skirt the 
Kingston Lacey estate. Reach the road at ST 973020 and turn right for a few metres to reach a track on the 
left leading NE at ST 974021. Walk on the track for 200m and then turn NW on a field FP. At the top of the 
field at ST 971028 turn left then right to continue NW. On reaching the ditches, cross the fort to reach the 
opposite side and the cars. 


